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GENERAL INFORMATION
The headquarters hotel is the Holiday Inn - Bethesda, 8120 Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland 20814. Telephone: (301) 652-2000. Facilities for Registration will be in the Gallery Room. The AAHM Registration Desk Telephone is (301) 652-2000, ext. 7159.

PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Jerome J. Bylbeyl, Chairman
Ann G. Carmichael Steven J. Peitzman
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ACCREDITATION
This meeting is approved for 13.5 hours of Category 1 CME. For certification requirements, check at the registration desk.

BOOK EXHIBITS
A two-day book exhibit on the history of medicine will be held on Thursday and Friday, April 29-30, 1982, in the Maryland - Massachusetts Room of the Holiday Inn - Bethesda. New books of current interest will be on exhibit both days, and representatives of some of the current publishers will be present. A group of antiquarian book dealers will exhibit out of print and rare books from 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. on Thursday, April 29, 1982 only. Further information will be available at the meeting.

AAHM OFFICE:
c/o Department of the History of Medicine
Kansas University Medical Center;
Kansas City, KS 66103

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28
9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE
Exhibit in Main Lobby: The History of Medical History in the United States
Library hours are
a. Main Reading Room:
Monday - Thursday, 8:30 AM to 9:00 PM
Friday, 8:30 AM to 6:00 PM
Saturday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM

b. History of Medicine Reading Room:
Monday - Friday, 8:30 AM to 4:45 PM
Saturday, May 1 only, 8:30 AM to 4:45 PM
(Normally closed on Saturdays)

3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Special tour of National Library of Medicine followed by a presentation of the recently produced videorecording, "The Palpable Osler." Special tour and video showing are limited to 60 attendees.

4:00 PM - 7:00 PM
REGISTRATION, Gallery Room, Holiday Inn

6:00 PM - 7:30 PM
WELCOMING RECEPTION,
Versailles Rooms 3 and 4

7:30 PM
COUNCIL MEETING, Connecticut Room
THURSDAY, APRIL 29

8:30 AM - 11:30 AM
REGISTRATION, Foyer, Holiday Inn

8:45 AM - 9:00 AM
GREETINGS and OPENING REMARKS,
Versailles Rooms 1 and 2
Robert J. T. Joy, presiding
Gert H. Brieger, President
Martin M. Cummings, Director,
National Library of Medicine

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
GENERAL SESSION

i. Ulrich H. Troehler
   "Why Grope in the Dark When You Have a
   Candle Standing by You": Clinical Statistics in
   Britain, 1750 - 1820

ii. Thomas E. Cone, Jr.
    Cholera Infantum and American Pediatrics

iii. Albert E. Cowdrey
    MASH vs M*A*S*H: The Mobile Army
    Surgical Hospital Revisited

10:30 AM - 11:00 AM
INTERMISSION

11:00 AM - 12:00 NOON
SESSION A, Versailles Room 1
Gerald N. Grob, presiding

i. John Harley Warner
   A Southern Medical Reform: The Meaning of
   the Ante-Bellum Argument for Southern
   Medical Education

ii. Elizabeth Ross
    The Medical Profession and the Controversy
    Concerning European Settlement in the Humid
    Tropics

SESSION B, Versailles Rooms 3 and 4
Audrey B. Davis, presiding

i. Barbara Gastel
   John Jacob Abel and the Early History of Hemodialysis

ii. Joel Howell
    Initial Clinical Application of the Electrocardiogram: from Arrhythmia to Infarction

12:15 PM - 1:45 PM
LUNCHEON WORKSHOPS
(Limited to ticket holders)

i. The History of Medicine in Europe: Current Trends
   Toby Gelfand, coordinator
   Montgomery Room

ii. The History of Medicine: Medical Ethics and Public Policy Decision-Making
   H. Tristram Engelhardt, coordinator - Georgia Room

iii. Popularizing Medical History: Approaches and Techniques
   Inci A. Bowman, coordinator - Gallery Room

2:00 PM - 3:00 PM
SESSION A, Versailles Room 1
Ronald F. Kotrc, presiding

i. Shigehisa Kuriyama
   Interpreting the Language of Life: The Character of Pulse Diagnosis in the West

ii. James J. Bono
   Biomedical Spiritus and the Creation of a Medieval-Renaissance Language of Life: The Case of Alfred of Sareshel and Albertus Magnus
SESSION B, Versailles Rooms 3 and 4

4:45 PM - 5:00 PM

Bus to Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences

5:15 PM - 6:30 PM, Auditorium, USUHS

Gert H. Brieger, presiding
Jay P. Sanford, Welcoming Remarks

THE FIELDING H. GARRISON
LECTURE
Charles Rosenberg
Medical Text and Social Context: Explaining William Buchan’s Domestic Medicine

6:30 PM - 7:30 PM

RECEPTION, Library, USUHS

Buses will be available beginning at 6:30 PM for return to the Holiday Inn from the USUHS Last bus leaves at 7:45 PM.
FRIDAY, APRIL 30

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM

SESSION A, Versailles Room 1

Leonard G. Wilson, *presiding*

i. Daniel P. Todes
   Biological Psychology and the Tsarist Censor

ii. William H. Schneider
   Applications and Misapplications of the Theory
   of Blood Groups Between the Wars

iii. Patricia Spain Ward
   Who Will Bell the Cat? Andrew C. Ivy and
   Krebiozen at the University of Illinois, 1951-1961

SESSION B, Versailles Room 3 and 4

Manfred Waserman, *presiding*

i. Allan M. Brandt
   A Federal Experiment in Venereal Disease
   Control: The United States Interdepartmental
   Social Hygiene Board, 1918 - 1922

ii. Angela Nugent Young
   Organizing Trade Unions to Combat Disease:
   The Workers' Health Bureau, 1921 - 1928

iii. Victoria A. Harden
   The Growth of Basic Science in the United
   States Public Health Service; Medical Re-
   search: Issues Surrounding the Establishment
   of the National Institute of Health, 1926-1930

10:30 AM - 11:00 AM

INTERMISSION

11:00 AM - 12:00 NOON

GENERAL SESSION,

Versailles Rooms 1 and 2
Genevieve Miller, *presiding*

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

Gert H. Brieger
‘Fit to Study Medicine’: Notes for a History of
Pre-Medical Education in America

12:15 PM - 1:45 PM

LUNCHEON WORKSHOPS
(Limited to ticket holders)

i. The History of Medicine: Medical Ethics and
   Public Policy Decision-Making
   H. Tristram Engelhardt, *coordinator* - Gallery
   Room

ii. Medical Book Collecting: The Changing Market
   Norman Shaftel and Paul D. Klugfield,
   *coordinators* - Connecticut Room

iii. The Role of the Public Historian
   Sharon L. Gibbs, *coordinator* - Delaware Room

2:00 PM - 3:00 PM

SESSION A, Versailles Room 1

Dora B. Weiner, *presiding*

i. Mary E. Lindemann
   Are Hospitals the Answer? The Debate on
   Health Care for the Laboring Poor, Northern
   Germany, 1750 - 1820

ii. Ann F. La Berge
   The Early Nineteenth Century French Public
   Health Movement
SESSION B, Versailles Rooms 3 and 4

Marion M. Torchia, presiding
i. Todd L. Savitt
   Student Life at a Black Medical School: Leonard Medical College, 1882-1918
ii. Vanessa Lee Gamble
   The Provident Hospital Project: An Experiment in Black Medical Education

3:00 PM - 3:15 PM
INTERMISSION

3:15 PM - 4:45 PM

SESSION A, Versailles Room 1

Doris E. Thibodeau, presiding
i. Eugene R. Declercq and Richard Lacroix
   Immigrant Midwives of Lawrence: The Conflict Between Culture and Law in Massachusetts, 1890 - 1920
ii. Virginia G. Drachman
   They Came from All Over: The Social Origins of the “Average” Woman Doctor, 1890 - 1920
iii. Selma Harrison Calmes
   Apgar and Anesthesiology: A Woman Physician’s Career in a Developing Specialty

SESSION B, Versailles Rooms 3 and 4

Edwin R. Wallace, IV, presiding
i. Eric T. Carlson
   Mary Reynolds and Her Subsequent Reputation
ii. Ruth Leys
   Meyer, Jung, and the Limits of Association
iii. Janet A. Tighe
   Forensic Psychiatry in the Progressive Era: The Letters of Edwin R. Keedy and William A. White

5:00 PM

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING, Versailles Rooms 3 and 4
Gert H. Brieger, presiding

6:30 PM - 7:30 PM

RECEPTION, Versailles Room 1

7:30 PM

ANNUAL BANQUET, Versailles Rooms 2, 3 and 4
The Sea Chanters
of the United States Navy Band
Chief James Turk, directing
SATURDAY, MAY 1

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM

GENERAL SESSION, Versailles Rooms 3 and 4

Jeanne L. Brand, *presiding*

i. Pauline M. H. Mazumdar
   Anatomy, Physiology, and Surgery: Physiology Teaching in Early Nineteenth Century London

ii. Christopher J. Lawrence
   Technology, Science and Craft in Victorian Clinical Medicine

iii. Christopher Hamlin
   Politics and the Germ Theory in Britain: The Metropolitan Water Commissions of 1867-69 and 1893-94

10:30 AM - 10:45 AM

INTERMISSION

10:45 AM - 12:15 PM

GENERAL SESSION, Versailles Rooms 3 and 4

Richard Satran, *presiding*

i. Diane A. Puklin
   Meaningful Motions in Knowing and Neurology: The Concept of Emotion in Seventeenth Century Medical Psychology

ii. Richard Y. Meier
   German Neurology in the Early Nineteenth Century: Romberg and his Predecessors

iii. Vladimir C. Hachinski
   Threatenings of Apoplexy: Theories on the Mechanism of Transient Cerebral Ischemia

1:00 PM

Bus departs for SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

2:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Tour of NATIONAL MUSEUM OF AMERICAN HISTORY, SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
PARTICIPANTS

THOMAS G. BENEDEK, M.D.
Professor of Medicine
University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine

JAMES J. BONO, Ph.D.
Lecturer in English
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

INCI BOWMAN, Ph.D.
Historian, Moody Medical Library
University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston

JEANNE L. BRAND, Ph.D.
Chief, International Programs Branch
National Library of Medicine

ALLAN M. BRANDT, M. Phil.
Instructor in Values and Ethics in Health Care
Columbia University

GERT H. BRIEGER, M.D., Ph.D.
Professor of the History of the Health Sciences
University of California, San Francisco
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Professor of History
Ohio State University
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Adjunct Assistant Professor of Anesthesiology
UCLA School of Medicine
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Clinical Professor of Psychiatry
New York Hospital - Cornell Medical College

ANN G. CARMICHAEL, M.D., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of the History of Medicine
Indiana University

THOMAS E. CONE, JR., M.D.
Clinical Professor of Pediatrics
Harvard Medical School

ALBERT E. COWDREY, Ph.D.
Chief of the Center for Military History
Department of the Army

MARTIN M. CUMMINGS, M.D.
Director
National Library of Medicine

AUDREY B. DAVIS, Ph.D.
Curator of Medical Sciences
Smithsonian Institution

EUGENE R. DECLERCQ, Ph.D.
Professor of Political Science
Merrimack College

HARRY F. DOWLING, M.D.
Professor of Medicine Emeritus
University of Illinois

VIRGINIA G. DRACHMAN, Ph.D
Associate Professor of History
Tufts University
H. TRISTRAM ENGELHARDT, M.D., Ph.D.
Professor of the Philosophy of Medicine
Georgetown University

VANESSA LEE GAMBLE, B.A.
Medical Student and Graduate Student in History
University of Pennsylvania

BARBARA GASTEL, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Science Writing
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

TOBY GELFAND, Ph.D.
Professor of the History of Medicine
University of Ottawa

SHARON L. GIBBS, Ph.D.
Archivist, National Archives Executive Council, Society for History in the Federal Government

PATRICIA L. GOSSEL, M.S.
Graduate Student in the History of Science
Johns Hopkins University

GERALD N. GROB, Ph.D.
Professor of History
Rutgers University

VLADIMIR C. HACHINSKI, M.D.
Neurologist
University of Western Ontario

CHRISTOPHER HAMLIN, M.A.
Graduate Student in the History of Science
University of Wisconsin, Madison

VICTORIA A. HARDEN, M.A.
Graduate Student in History
Emory University

JOEL HOWELL, M.D.
Senior Resident in Internal Medicine
The University of Chicago

ROBERT J. T. JOY, M.D.
Professor of Medical History
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences

JON M. KINGSDALE, Ph.D.
Instructor in Health Policy and Management
Harvard School of Public Health

PAUL D. KLIGFIELD, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Medicine
Cornell University College of Medicine

RONALD F. KOTRC, Ph.D.
Director, Francis Clark Wood Institute
College of Physicians of Philadelphia

SHIGEHISA KURIYAMA, M.A.
Graduate Student in the History of Science
Harvard University

ANN F. LA BERGE, Ph.D.
Center for the Study of Science in Society
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

RICHARD LACROIX
Merrimack College
CHRISTOPHER J. LAWRENCE,
M.B., B.Ch., M.Sc.
Historian
The Wellcome Institute, London

RUTH LEYS, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Humanities
and Psychiatry
Johns Hopkins University

MARY E. LINDEMANN, Ph.D.
Postdoctoral Fellow, Herzog August
Bibliothek
Wolfenbüttel, West Germany

PAULINE M. H. MAZUMDAR,
M.B., B.Ch., Ph.D.
Professor of the History of Medicine
University of Toronto

RICHARD Y. MEIER, Ph.D.
Postdoctoral Fellow in the History of Medicine
Johns Hopkins University

MARK D. MEYERSON, M.A.
Graduate Student in Medieval Studies
University of Toronto

GENEVIEVE MILLER, Ph.D.
Associate Professor Emeritus of the
History of Science
Case Western Reserve University
School of Medicine

DIANE A. PUKLIN, Ph.D.
Madison, Connecticut

CHARLES E. ROSENBERG, Ph.D.
Professor of History
University of Pennsylvania

ELIZABETH ROSS, B.A.
Science Writer
Southwest Research Institute

JAY P. SANFORD, M.D.
President and Dean
Uniformed Services University
of the Health Sciences

RICHARD SATRAN, M.D.
Professor of Neurology
University of Rochester School
of Medicine

TODD L. SAVITT, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Social Sciences
and Humanities
University of Florida College of Medicine

WILLIAM H. SCHNEIDER, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of History
University of North Carolina, Wilmington

NORMAN SHAFTEL, M.D.
Cardiologist
Neponsit, New York

SYLVAN E. STOOL, M.D.
Professor of Otolaryngology and Pediatrics
University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine

DORIS THIBODEAU, M.S.
Librarian, Institute of the History of Medicine
Johns Hopkins University

JANET A. TIGHE, M.A.
Graduate Student in American Studies
University of Pennsylvania

DANIEL P. TODES, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of History of
Health Sciences
University of California, San Francisco
MARION M. TORCHIA, Ph.D.
Kensington, Maryland

ULRICH H. TROEHLER, M.D., Ph.D.
Reader in the History of Medicine
University of Basel, Switzerland

EDWIN R. WALLACE, IV, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Psychiatry
Yale University

PATRICIA SPAIN WARD, M.A.
Research Associate in the History of Medicine
University of Illinois College of Medicine

MANFRED WASERMAN, Ph.D.
Curator, Modern Manuscripts
National Library of Medicine

JOHN HARLEY WARNER, M.A.
Graduate Student in the History of Science
Harvard University

DORA B. WEINER, Ph.D.
Visiting Professor in History of Medicine
University of California, Los Angeles

LEONARD G. WILSON, Ph.D.
Professor of the History of Medicine
University of Minnesota

ANGELA NUGENT YOUNG, Ph.D.
Postdoctoral Fellow in the History of Medicine
Johns Hopkins University

JAMES HARVEY YOUNG, Ph.D.
Professor of History
Emory University

Psychiatrist of America
The Life of Harry Stack Sullivan
Helen Swick Perry
"An affectionate yet objective biography... An engrossing reevaluation of a major figure instrumental in shaping modern psychiatry." - Publishers Weekly
Belknap $20.00 illus

The Germ of Laziness
Rockefeller Philanthropy and Public Health in the New South
John Ettinger
Winner of the Allan Nevins Prize of the Society of American Historians
"An elegant account of this early medical campaign whose principals imbued it with an evangelical fervor... gracefully written and beautifully researched." - New York Times Book Review
$18.50

Dark Paradise
Opiate Addiction in America before 1940
David T. Courtwright
Courtwright blends medical and scientific literature with newspaper accounts, oral histories, and personal documents to offer an original interpretation of the dramatic change in the pattern of opiate addiction.
$20.00

The Concept of Heart Failure
From Avicenna to Albertini
Saul Jarcho
Commonwealth Fund $45.00

Taking Your Medicine
Drug Regulation in the United States
Peter Temin
$18.50

The Biology of the Pneumococcus
Benjamin White
With a new foreword by Robert Austrian
and
Pneumonia
Roderick Heffron
With a new introduction by Maxwell Finland
Commonwealth Fund $60.00, the two-volume set

The Healthy Body and Victorian Culture
Bruce Haley
$18.50

Harvard University Press
79 Garden Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
To order, send check, money order, VISA or MasterCard number, plus $1.50 postage and handling.
Contributions in Medical History

John C. Burnham, Series Editor

John C. Burnham is Professor of History and Lecturer in Psychiatry at Ohio State University. His writings include Psychoanalysis and American Medicine, 1894-1918 and Science in America: Historical Selections, in addition to many articles in scholarly publications.

NO. 1 AMERICAN MIDWIVES: 1600 to the Present by Judy Barrett Litho. xi, 107 pages. $17.50

"Litho's study is lucid and amply documented, utilizing state and municipal records, professional journals, and legal periodicals. Her careful analysis of the midwife debate is especially illuminating. American Midwives is a welcome and important contribution to our knowledge of a long neglected topic." — Journal of American History

NO. 2 WOMEN & MEN MIDWIVES: Medicine, Morality, and Misogyny in Early America by Jane D. Donegan. viii, 316 pages. $25.00

"...scholarly, copiously footnoted study...Donegan considers the complex male-female relationships involved, showing how closely the history of midwifery is connected to the history of feminism." — Library Journal

NO. 3 SPEECH AND SPEECH DISORDERS IN WESTERN THOUGHT BEFORE 1600 by Ynez Violette O'Malley. xii, 246 pages, illus. $22.95

"Much learning is amassed in this very attractive and well-written book, and an important and hiatus somwhat neglected medical problem or series of problems handled carefully and comprehensively, despite the immense historical perspective required." — Journal of the History of Medicine

NO. 4 SEX, DIET, AND DEBILITY IN JACKSONIAN AMERICA: Sylvester Graham and Health Reform by Stephen Nissenbaum. xviii, 198 pages. $22.95

"Published at last, this book is an important contribution to understanding Jacksonian America. Social historians and historians of medicine will find this book as exciting as David Rothman's The Discovery of the Asylum (1978). A valuable addition to academic and public library collections." — Choice

NO. 5 SHOCK, PHYSIOLOGICAL SURGERY, AND GEORGE WASHINGTON CHILE: Medical Innovation in the Progressive Era by Peter C. English. xi, 271 pages, biblio. $25.00

"Well written and provides a fascinating account of the development of surgical physiology, early clinical research, and their relationship to the development of radical operative procedures...Recommended...to all those interested in shock, in clinical research in surgery and the development of physiological surgery." — Annals of Surgery

NO. 6 PROFESSIONALIZING MODERN MEDICINE: Paris Surgeons and Medical Science and Institutions in the 18th Century by Toby Firth. xvii, 271 pages, photos, tables. $29.95

"Recommended...Based on archival resources seldom used previously, this book has set an exemplary standard for others to follow." — Annals of Surgery

NO. 7 MEDICINE AND ITS TECHNOLOGY: An Introduction to the History of Medical Instrumentation by Audrey B. Davis. xiv, 265 pages, photos. $37.50

"Davis discusses the effects of medical instruments on the relationships among physicians, patients, and society...A basic reference in the field; the full and detailed notes will be especially useful. A valuable addition to academic medical, and larger public libraries." — Library Journal


In Her Own Words is derived from a major oral history project conducted by the editors of the Medical College of Pennsylvania (formerly the Woman's Medical College). This volume documents, through the accounts of nine women physicians, varying in age from early 20's to nearly 80, the struggle to find a place in a hostile system. From the differing perspectives of age, location, and specialization, these women recall their triumphs and disappointments, describe their solutions to the problems of recognizing career and family, and offer commentary on the issues facing the medical profession as a whole today. Throughout the interviews runs the common thread of an unwavering commitment to medicine. It captures the individual experiences of these nine physicians without losing sight of the evolution of the medical profession and of women's place in that profession.

TO: Greenwood Press, 88 Post Road West, Box 5007, Westport CT 06881

☐ Please send me information about placing a standing order to receive each book in the series as it is published.

☐ Please send me the free, illustrated catalog, Medicine and Psychology, when it is published in September.

If you have a manuscript or project in medical history, please send a prospectus. Do not send a reading copy of the manuscript unless requested by the Press.

Name ____________________________

Address __________________________

City ___________________ State ______ ZIP ______

THE RITTENHOUSE BOOK STORE
1706 Rittenhouse Square
Zip Code 19103

IF YOU'RE NOT IN PHILADELPHIA CALL US AT

215-545-6072

ARE YOU ON OUR MAILING LIST?
Old Rare and Out of Print Books Pertaining to the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences are Our Specialty

CATALOGUES ISSUED

OLD HICKORY BOOKSHOP, LTD.

BRINKLOW, MARYLAND 20862
PHONE 301 924 2225